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Abstract 
In this paper we prove a generalization of the Hilbert Theorem in terms of quasi-polynomial 
functions. As an application we give an extension of the Hilbert-Samuel Theorem to finitely 
generated A-modules filtered by f-good filtrations, where f is a noetherian filtration on a noethe- 
rian ring A. We deduce a multiplicity function on the category of finitely generated A-modules 
with values in the set Q of rational numbers and we show that this multiplicity behaves like 
that of ideals. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Cluss$icution: 13A15; 13A30; 13D40; 13H15 
1. Introduction 
The Hilbert function of a graded A-module M, its generating function and the Hilbert 
polynomial of M have been extensively studied since the famous paper of Hilbert: iiber 
die Theorie der algebra&hen Formen, Math. Ann. 36 (1890) 473-534. In particular 
the coefficients and the degree of the Hilbert polynomial of A4 play an important 
role in Algebraic Geometry. The recent development of Computer Science have en- 
hanced the importance of this subject. The purpose of this paper is, in a different direc- 
tion, to extend the Hilbert-Samuel Theorem to finitely generated A-modules filtered by 
,f-good filtrations, where f is a noetherian filtration on a noetherian ring A. This 
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enables us to define a multiplicity function on the category of finitely generated A- 
modules with values in the field Q of rational numbers which behaves like that of 
ideals. The main result of Section 2 is Theorem 2.7 which is a generalization of the 
Hilbert Theorem in terms of quasi-polynomial functions. In Section 3, we give at the 
beginning preliminary results on modules which are filtered by f-good filtrations, a 
concept which was introduced by Ratliff and Rush [6] and which is a generalization 
of the concept of Z-good filtration. This notion has proved to be a useful tool to 
answer many questions in the theory of filtrations. We prove Theorem 3.4 which is 
the main result by applying Theorem 2.7 to associated graded modules with respect to 
f-good filtrations. This paper ends with Theorem 3.10 which is the semi-local version 
of Theorem 3.4. 
2. Hilbert functions of graded modules 
Definition 2.1. Let A = @ n>O A, be a positively graded noetherian ring. Then A0 is a 
noetherian ring and A is a finitely generated As-algebra of the form A = Ao[x,, . . . ,xr], 
where each xi is homogeneous of degree ki > 1. Let M = enEL M, be a finitely gen- 
erated positively graded A-module. Then each homogeneous component M,, of M is a 
finitely generated As-module. From here, we will assume that A0 is an artinian ring. 
Let IA( -) denote the length function on the A-modules. Then BAG is finite for all n. 
(1) The numerical function H(M, - ) : Z + Z defined as H(M, n) = IAN for all 
n E Z, is called the Hilbert function of M. We put H*(M, n) = cj5,, H(M,j) for all 
it. The numerical function H*(M, -) defined by the above formula is called the cu- 
mulative Hilbert function of M. 
(2) A numerical function cp : Z + Z is said to be of polynomial type of degree d if 
there exists a polynomial FE O[X] of degree d such that cp(n)=F(n) for all n>>O, 
with the convention that the zero polynomial has degree - 1. 
(3) Given a numerical function cp : Z --f Z, the difference operator A is defined by 
Aq(n) = cp(n + 1) - q(n) for all n E Z. We set A”q = cp and for i 2 1, A’= A o A o A 
(J... o A, i times. We omit the proof of the following Lemma which is similar to 
Lemma 4.1.2 of Bruns and Herzog [3]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let cp: Z + Z be a numerical function and d > 0 an integer. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Adq(n) = c, c is a constant, for all n >> 0. 
(ii) cp is of polynomial type of degree < d 
The following theorem is well known, see for example [3], Theorem 4.1.3 and 
Remark 4.1.6. 
Theorem 2.3 (Hilbert). Let A = @ n>O A,, be a positively graded noetherian ring. As- 
sume that A =Ao[xl,. . ,x,.1, where each xi is homogeneous of degree 1 and that A0 
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is an artinian local ring. Let M = enEZ! M,, be a finitely generated positively graded 
A-module of dimension d. Then the Hilbert function H(M,-) (resp. the cumulative 
Hilbert function H*(A4, -)) is of polynomial type of degree d - 1 (resp. d). 
Remark 2.4. With the same notation as in 2.1, if for some i = 1,2,. . . , r, k, = degx; 2 2, 
then the above Theorem is no longer true, see Example 3.7. But in this case the func- 
tions H(M, -) and H*(M, -) still agree with periodic polynomials in some sense as 
shown in what follows. 
Definition 2.5. Let k and d be integers with k 2 1 and d > - 1. A function cp : Z + Z 
is called a quasi-polynomial function of period k and degree d if there exists a 
necessarily unique sequence F = (Fo, F, , . . . , Fk_1) of polynomials F; E Q[X] such that 
forj=O,l,..., k-l, 
(i) cp(n)=l$(n) for all n>>O with nzj(modk) and 
(ii) Maxc<j<k_l degFj =d. 
F is called the quasi-polynomial associated with cp and d is also called the degree 
of F. It may so happen that all the polynomials Fj have the same leading coefficient 
in which case it is called the leading coefficient of the quasi-polynomial F. 
The following Theorem is a generalization of the Hilbert’s Theorem 2.3. A different 
proof can be found in [l], Theorem 2.2. In the first part of our theorem, we give a 
slight improvement of the proof of Theorem 4.1.3 of [3] since we do not assume the 
ring A0 to be local. The advantage of our theorem relatively to Theorem 2.2 of [l] 
is that we express the degree of the quasi-polynomial associated with H(M, -) (resp. 
H*(M, -)) in terms of the Krull dimension M. In our proof, we will use the following 
lemma which is a graded version of the well known result. We give the proof of this 
lemma for the reader’s convenience. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A = @ n>O A,, be a positively graded noetherian ring of finite dimen- 
sion d and let x be a nonzero divisor homogeneous element of A such that degx > 0. 
Then dimAIxA=d - 1. 
Proof. Since x is a nonzero divisor in A, x does not belong to any minimal prime 
ideal of A. Consequently, dimA/xA < d - 1. Conversely, since A is noetherian, there 
exists a graded prime ideal go of A such that d = dim A,. Actually, f~ is a max- 
imal graded ideal. Set 530 = @ nAo and A+ = @n>l A,. Then go = @O @A+. Since 
degx > 0, x E 5~. 2 dim (A/xA)+,,i= dim A,/xA, dim A,(,, 1, 
8, Section 3, Corollary 2, since is a 
noetherian local 7 is a nonzero divisor in 
cl 
Theorem A n>O A, be a positively graded of finite 
A= Ao[xl,. . ,xr], where each xi is homogeneous of degree 
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k; > 1 und that A0 is an artinian ring. Let M = entrM, be a jinitely generated 
positively graded A-module and let d = dim M. If k = LCM(kl , k2, . . . , k,) then: 
(1) The Hilbert junction H(M, -) of M is a quasi-polynomial function of period 
k and degree d - 1. More precisely, there exists a sequence F = (Fo, 6,. . , Fk_ I) of 
polynomials FJ E O[X] such that 
(i) H(M, n) =F;(n) jor all n > 0 with n ~j (mod k), 
(ii) MClXo<j<k-I deql$ = d - 1 = deq Fo 
(2) The cumulative Hilbert junction H*(M, -) of M is a quasi-polynomial function 
of period k and deyree d. More precisely there exists a sequence G = (Go, GI, . . . , 
Gk_1) of polynomials Gj E Q[X] such that 
(i) H*(M,n) = Gj(n) for all n >> 0 with n-j (mod k), 
(ii) All the polynomials G, have the same degree equal to d and the same leading 
coefficients. 
Proof. (1) We proceed by induction on d = dim M. To this end the following pre- 
liminary remark will be useful. Suppose that M # (0). Then there exists a chain of 
graded submodules of M of the form MO = (0) c MI c A42 . . . c hl, = M, and graded 
prime ideals P of A such that Mr/Mi_ 1 E (A/P)(ai) for i = 1,2,. . ,s where ai E L for 
all i. Then ASSAM C {PI, 4,. . . , P$} C Supp, M. Therefore dim M = supI <i<s dim A/P. 
Since the function H(A4, -) is additive we have H(M,n) = c’;=, H((A/P)(ar),n). Since 
H(A/P,n) > 0 for all n, each polynomial associated with the function H(A/P, -) is 
the zero polynomial or has positive leading coefficient and the degree of the sum of 
such polynomials is equal to the maximum of their degrees. We may therefore as- 
sume that M = A/P, where P is a graded prime ideal of A. If d = dim M = 0, then P 
is a maximal graded ideal. Let (20 = P n A0 and A+ = en,, A,. Then P = 5~0 + A+, 
hence A/P = Ao/~,Io and H(A/P, n) = 0 for all n > 1. It then suffices to take F/ = 0 for 
j=O,l ,..., k - 1 and F=(Fo,F, ,..., Fk--] ). We have deg F = - 1 = deg Fo. Suppose 
now that d = dim M > 0 and suppose that the assertion has been proved for all finitely 
generated graded A-modules of dimension < d - 1. Let N be a finitely generated graded 
A-module with dim N = d. By the above remark we may suppose that N = A/Q, where 
Q is a graded prime ideal of A. Then there exists j = 1,2,. . , r such that Q does not 
contain Ak,, since A0 is artinian. Let a E Ak,, a@Q. Write k=qkj. Take x=a+Q and 
y =x9. Then y is homogeneous of degree k in A/Q and y # 0. Consider the exact 
sequence 
(S):O~(A/Q)(-k)~AIQ~A/(y,Q,~o, where the mapping (A/Q)( -k) --) A/Q 
consists in multiplication by y. This sequence gives the following equation: 
H(A/Q, n) = H(A/Q, n - k) + H(A/(y, Q), n) for all n. 
Replacing II by (n + 1)k + j, we have 
(E) H(A/Q, (n + 1 )k + j) - HWQ, nk + j) = HMy, Q>, (n + 1 )k + 3. 
By Lemma 2.6, dimA/( y, Q) = d - 1. So our induction hypothesis implies that 
H(A/(y, Q), -) is a quasi-polynomial function of period k and degree d - 2. Denote 
K = (Ko, K,, . . , Kk-, ) as the quasi-polynomial associated with this function. Then for 
all n >> 0, Kt((n+ l)k+j) = H(A/Q,(n+ l)k+j)-H(A/Q,nk+j), with degKj 5 d-2 
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for j= 1,2,..., k - 1 and deg Ks = d - 2. Consider the function qj : Z + L defined as 
ad = H(A/Q, nk+j), j = 0, 1, . . . , k-l. Then Kj((n+l)k+j)=dqj(n), for all n>O, 
where d is the difference operator. If d - 2 2 0, then Ad-’ vi(n) = Adp2K,((n + 1 )k + 
,j) = c, c is a constant, for all n >> 0. Hence by Lemma 2.2, (pi is of polynomial type 
of degree 5 d - 1 and there exists a polynomial Tj E CI[X] such that deg T, < d - 1 and 
H(A/Q,nk + j) = cpi(n) = Tj(n) for all n >> 0. It follows that H(A/Q,n) = 
7”(!7 - ,j)/k =4(n) for all IZ >> 0, n =j(mod k), where F; E Q![X] and degc 5 d - 1. 
If d = 1, then dim A/(y, Q) = 0, y being as defined above and following the first part 
of the proof, H(A/(y, Q), -) is a quasi-polynomial function of degree - 1, and by 
(E), H(A/Q,(n+ l)k+j)=H(A/Q,nk+j) forj=0,1,2 ,..., k- 1 and for all n>O. 
Therefore, H(A/Q, -) is a quasi-polynomial function of degree < 0 = d - 1. It re- 
mains to show that the maximum of the degrees is reached when j = 0. If d - 2 > 0, 
then Acfp’qOo(n) = Adp2&((n + 1)k) = c, c is a constant # 0 since degKs =d - 2. 
Then by Lemma 4.1.2 of [3], cpa is of polynomial type of degree d ~ 1 and 
deg Fo = deg TO = d - 1. If d = 1, then (E) implies, for all n >> 0: H(A/Q, nk) = 
WlQJV+&, H(A/(y, Q), pk) = l(Ao/Ao n Q) + c, where c > 0 is a constant since 
H(A/(y, Q), n) = 0 for all n > 0. Finally, H(A/Q, nk) = c’, c’ constant # 0 for all n > 0 
since /(Ao/Ao n Q) # 0. Hence deg Fi = 0 = d - 1 and the proof of (1) is complete. 
(2) The cumulative Hilbert function H*(M, -) is defined as follows: H*(M,n)- 
Clin H(M, i). Set n = kq + j, .j = 0, 1,. . . , k- 1. Then H*(A4,n)=C:zi CyxoH(M,ik 
+ t,- C:Ij!+, H(M,qk+t). AdH*(M,qk+j)= Cfii Ad(Cyzo H(M,ik+t))- C&!+, 
A”H(M, qk+t). By (1) H(M, -) is a quasi-polynomial function of period k and degree 
d- 1. It follows that, for t=j+ l,j+2,...,k- 1, the function q+H(M,qk+t) is 
of polynomial type of degree 5 d - 1, hence Ad(A4,qk + t) = 0 for each t and for 
all q >> 0. Furthermore, for the same reason, the function q + C::, H(A4, ik + t) is 
of polynomial type of degree 5 d. Its degree is equal to d if t = 0. Consequently, 
C:Id Ad(CyTo H(M, ik + t)) = c, c is a constant. This contant c is easily seen to 
be # 0. Then by Lemma 4.1.2 of [3], q -+ H*(M, qk + j) is of polynomial type of 
degree d for all j = 0, 1, . . . 1. It follows n ---f H*(M, n) is a 
of period k and that G (Go, G1,. . . Gk- i ) associated 
to this is such that Gj for j 1. On 
+j l)=H*(M,qk + H(A4,qk + 1). It follows that Gj,l(qk + 
is the quasi-polynomial 
G, have 
is complete. 0 
Samuel 
f= (rnhsz of ideals such that IO =A,I,+l C and C I,+,, g Z. 
I of A, = (I”), where I” for n 0, is called the 
I-adic filtration. 
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(2) In the same way, a filtration on the A-module M is a family @ = (M,),rr of 
submodules of M such that MO = M and M,+, C M,, for all n E Z. 
(3) Two filtrations f=(Zn) on A and @=(M,) an M are said to be compatible if 
Z,M, C Mp+q for all p,q E Z. In this case @ is said to be f-good if there exists an 
integer N > 1 such that M, = ~~=, In_-pMp for all n 2 N. For a given ideal I of A, if 
fi denotes the I-adic filtration, then ,fi-good filtrations on M are simply called Z-good. 
See [6] and [4] for more information on f-good filtrations. 
Let f = (I,,) be a filtration on A. The graded ring associated with f is defined as 
G/(A)=CBn>oZnlln+~. The multiplication in Gf(A) is induced by the following one: _ 
(a+Z~+l)(b+Z,+I)=ab+Z~+4+1, for all p,qE N, where aEZ, and hEZ,. If @=(M,) 
is a filtration on the A-module M which is compatible with the filtration f = (Zn) on A, 
we put G@(M) = en>0 M,,/M,,+I. Then G@(M) is a graded-module if we define scalar 
multiplication as (a qZP+r )(x + Mq+, ) = ax + MP+Q+~, for all p, q E N, a E Z,, x c Mq. 
This graded module is said to be associated with @. In particular if f = f, = (In) and 
@ = (Z”M), where Z is an ideal of A then we write (?f(A) = G!(A), G@(M) = G[(M). 
(4) A filtration f = (In) on A is said to be noetherian if its Rees ring %?(A, f) = EnEn 
Z,X” is noetherian. Following [5], this can be equivalent represented as: 
There exists an integer m > 1 such that I,,,,, =I,,,Ij for all j > m. 
Note that if f is noetherian, then Gf(A) is noetherian since Gf(A) z E(A, f )/( l/X) 
WA,f )). 
In the sequel f will denote a noetherian filtration on a noetherian ring A and @ a 
f-good filtration on a finitely generated A-module M. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the above conditions, Go(M) is a,finitely generated Gf(A)-module. 
Proof. By Definition 3.1 (3) there exists an integer N 2 1 such that M, = 2_!=, Zn-PM,1, 
for all n > N. Let m be defined as in (4) above. Note that mN plays the same 
role as m and N. So we may suppose that m = N. If n > 2m, then M,,,+,,/Mm+,,+, = 
C~=,(ImIn--pMp)lMm+n+, = C~=,(I~~p/I~-p+, )[(k,Mp + Mm+,+1 )/Mm+P+~l. Each MP 
is finitely generated as a submodule of M, and of each I,,, also. Therefore G&M) is 
generated as Gj (A)-module by MO/M,, . . , Ml,JMz,,,+ 1. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be u noetherian ring, f = (In) a noetheriun jiltration on A, M 
a finitely generated A-module, @ = (M,) u jiltration on M which is f-good. Assume 
that the A-module M/ZlM is of jnite length. Then M/M,, and M,/M,,+, are of finite 
lengths for all n. 
Proof. We have MO =M and Z,,Mo CM,, for all n. Hence IA(M/M,,) < IA(M/Z,,M), for 
all n, where IA(-) denotes the length function for the A-modules. For any ideal I of 
A let V(Z) denote the set of all prime ideals of A containing Z and for any A-module 
M and let Supp M denote the support of M. Then Supp (M/Z,,M) = SuppM n V(Z, ) = 
SuppM f’ V(Zt) = Supp(M/ZrM) C: MaxA the set of all maximal ideals of A. Hence 
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,!(M/Z,M)<oo, by [2], Chap. 4, Section 2, No. 5, Proposition 7. It follows that 
l*(M/M,,)<cc and lA(M,,/Mn+l)<oo for all n, since M,,/M,,+, is a submodule of 
M/k&,+1. 0 
The next theorem is a generalization to filtrations of the theorem of Samuel. It is 
the non-graded version of Theorem 2.7 which is obtained by applying this theorem to 
associated graded rings with respect to filtrations. 
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a noetherian ring of finite dimension, f = (Z,) a noetherian 
,jiltration on A, M a jinitely generated A-module, @ = (M,,) u j&ration on M. As- 
sume that @ is f-good and that IA(M/I~M) is jinite. Then the numerical jimctions 
n + IA(M,,/M,,+I ) and n + IA(M/M,,) are quasi-polynomial functions. In addition the 
degree and the leading coeficient of the quasi-polynomial associated with the function 
n ---f ~A(M/M,,) depend only on M and f and not on the f-good jiltration @. 
Proof. We put K = AnnA M, B = A/K and for each n, J, = (Z, + K)/K. Then B is a 
noetherian ring and y = (Jn) is a noetherian filtration on B. M is a finitely generated B- 
module and AnnB M = (0). Therefore, Supp~ M = Spec B. Let H = G,(B) = @n>O H,,, 
where H, = J,,/J,,, 1 for all n. Then Ho = B/J, is a noetherian ring. On the-other 
hand, since JIM = 11 M and IB(M/J~M) is finite, we have &(J, ) = Vs(Jl ) n Spec B = 
Supp, (M/JIM) which is contained in MaxB. Hence Ho = B/J, is an artinian ring. 
The filtration @=(M,,) being f-good, is also g-good. Then by Lemma 3.2, Go(M)= 
@n>O M#~+I is a finitely generated positively graded G,(B)-module. dim G,(B) is 
finite since dimA is finite. Then it follows from Theorem 2.7 that the Hilbert function 
H(G@(M), -) and the cumulative Hilbert function H*(G@(M), -) of the G,(B)-module 
Go(M) are both quasi-polynomial functions. This shows the first part of the theorem 
since, for all n, H(GQ(M),n) = ~H,,(M,/M,+I ) = ZA(M,/M,+~) and H*(GQ(M),n) = 
~H”(M/M,+I) = IA(M/M,+I). As for the last part, since q,(A) is a noetherian graded 
ring, it is of the form Gf (A) = (A/Z, )[z~,zz,. . . , z,] where each zi is homogeneous of 
degree kj 2 1. Let k = LCM(kI, k2, . . , k,). The filtration fM = (I,M) of M is f-good 
since f is noetherian. Then there exists an integer N > 1 which may be taken as a 
multiple of k, such that I,,M CM,, C In-~M C M+_N, for all n > N. Therefore, 
(*) lA(M/w-d 5 lA(MlhM) < lA@@‘fd 5 lA(MkM), for all n > N. 
Let G = (Go, G1, . . , Gk-i ) (resp. R = (Ro,R,, . . . , Rk-1)) be the quasi-polynomial as- 
sociated with the function H*(G@(M), -) (resp. H*(G,,u(M), -)). It follows from (*) 
above that Go(n - N) 5 Ro(n - N) < Go(n) < Ro(n), for all n >> 0 and n E 0 (mod k). 
This shows that deg G =deg Go = degRa = degR, and also that Go and Ro have the 
same leading coefficient. The conclusion follows from Theorem 2.7, 2. 0 
Definition 3.5. Let A be a noetherian ring of finite dimension, f =(Z,,) a noethe- 
rian filtration on A, M a finitely generated A-module such that lA(M/IlM) is finite. 
Then the quasi-polynomial associated with the function n + IA(MII,M) is called the 
Hilbert-Samuel quasi-polynomial of M with respect to f. It is denoted by QPf(M) 
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and its degree by df(M) or simply by d(M) if there is no risk of confusion. By 
Theorem 2.7, d,(M) = dim GYM 5 dimM. Suppose that QP, (M) # 0. Then the mul- 
tiplicity et(M) of A4 with respect to f is defined as: ef(A4) = d!ad, where d = d,(M) 
and where ad is the leading coefficient of QF’f(M). 
Remarks 3.6. (I) If f is the I-adic filtration then for any finitely generated A-module 
A4 such that IA(M/ZA~) is finite, the Hilbert-Samuel quasi-polynomial of M coincides 
with the polynomial associated with the function n + IA(M/l’A4) 
(2) If f is not an I-adic filtration and if its Hilbert-Samuel quasi-polynomial QPf(M) 
is not the null quasi-polynomial then the multiplicity ef(A4) belongs to ( l/kd)N*, 
where d = dr(M) = deg Qpf(M). So if d > 0 and k > 2, this multiplicity need not be 
an integer and it does not have a geometrical interpretation like those for ideals. 
Nevertheless the corresponding multiplicity function behaves as expected, as shown 
in 3.8 and Proposition 3.9. 
The following example is an illustration of both Remark 2.4 and Theorem 3.4. 
Example 3.7. Consider the ring A = k[X], where k is a field. Put I=(X) and let 
f = (In) be the filtration defined on A as follows: 12n =ZZ~-_I = I”, for all n 2 1. ,f is 
a noetherian filtration. The associated graded ring is Gf (A) = (A/Ii )[t], where t =X + 
(X2) E 12/13, t is homogeneous of degree 2. The quasi-polynomial associated with 
the function IZ --f Ix.(Z,/I,+ I ) is F = (Fi, Fr ), where Fa = 1 and F, = 0. Similarly, the 
quasi-polynomial associated with the function n + lk(AfI,,) is, with the above notations, 
Q<jV)=(Go,G)> with Go(X) = &Y and Gi (X) = iX+ l/2. The multiplicity of A with 
respect to f is cf.(A)= l/2. 
3.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4, the following asymptotic formula of Samuel 
holds 
ef(M)= hm ,i, ($) IA (&), where d=degQP#f). 
Proposition 3.9. Let ,f = (In) he u noetheriun jiltration on a noetheriun ,finite- 
dimensional ring A and let 0 + M’ 4 M + M” --) 0 be an exact sequence of jinitely 
generated A-modules. Assume that M/IlM is of jinite length. Then M’lI,M’ and 
M”JI1M” are also of jinite length. In addition, the jbllowinq statements are true: 
(1) dr(M)=max(dt(M’),d/(M”)), 
(2) (a) IJ’ dt(M’) <dt (Ml’), then et(M) = et (M”), 
(b) rfdt(M”)<df(M’), then et,(M)=et(M’), 
(c) If df(M’) = dt (Ml’), then ef (M) = et (M') + ef(M”). 
Proof. We have Supp (M’/I,M’) = V(Z1) n SuppM’ C V(Z, n Supp M = SuppM/z,M) c 
MaxA. Whence l~(M’/llM’) <03. Similar arguments show that lA(M”/I,M”) is also 
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finite. Next, for each n, put A4,’ = M’ nZJ4. Since f is noetherian, then by Corol- 
lary 2.6 of [6], the filtration (M,‘) of M’ is f-good. Consequently by Lemma 3.3. 
Ml/M,’ is of finite length for all n. Consider, for each II, the following exact sequence 
(*) lA(M/18M) = lA(M’/M;) + lA(M”/l,,M”). 
By Theorem 3.4, the quasi-polynomials associated to n + IA(M’/M,‘) and II + IA(M’; 
Z,M’) have the same degree and the same leading coefficient. This proves (1). The 
last part is an immediate consequence of (1) and (*). 0 
The following theorem deals with noetherian semi-local rings. Recall that the radical 
of a filtration f = (In) is defined as fl= & for all n 2 1. 
Theorem 3.10. Let A be u noetherian semi-local ring and let f‘ = (I,,) he u noetheriun 
filtrution on A. Assume that fi= r(A), h w ere r(A) is the Jucobson rudicul of A. [f 
M is (I finitely generuted A-module, then for any f -goodjltration @ = (M,,) on M, the 
modules M/M,, are ofpnite length and the jimction n + IA(M/M,,) is quasi-polynomial 
?f degreed = dim M, where dim M denotes the Krull dimension of M. 
Proof. It follows from the assumptions that V(It ) & Max A, hence Supp M/I, M = Supp 
M n V(Il ) C Max A, whence lA(M/ZlM) is finite. Then it suffices to apply Theorem 
2.7, Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.3. In addition d = deg Qf’f(M) = dim GfM(M) and fol- 
lowing [3], Theorem 4.4.6, dim G~;M(M) = sup{dim M,,, gc, E SuppM/1iM n Max A} = 
dim M since II C r(A). 0 
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